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          WebViewer Version:

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

Are you using the WebViewer server?

yes

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

Interner explorer

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

No

Is your issue related to annotations?

No

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Pdftron web server solution doesn’t get rendered in Internet Explorer

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

I implemented the pdftron viewer in web server,but it doesn’t get rendered  in Internet Explorer but works in chrome.Can  u please provide possible solutions to make it work in IE

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Issue with Web viewer server
                    


                    404 Not found after changing cache location
                    

                    importAnnotations(XFDF) API is working for only first document when we login to application
                    

                    About error " WebViewerJS version not found."
                    

                    Angular 11 Core not defined when implementing Custom UI
                    

                    PDFtron failing to load and download PNG and JPEG images
                    

                    Can we use same licence for both Android & iOS which are used for Web app?
                    

                    Loading XOD documents in the viewer
                    

                    PDFTron Toolbar UI not centered
                    

                    How to check or test if an Annotation contains another annotation
                    

                    Call custom function on pdftron's textSearch
                    

                    Handling stream data through pipe
                    

                    Showing initialDoc array length doesn't match 'extension' array length
                    

                    PDFTron not loading PDF files in production mode on custom domain
                    

                    Keeping layout between tabs doesnt work
                    

                    Unable to open files on pdfonline.com
                    

                    webViewer not return any instance after load the module
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Why is the viewer showing “Network Failure”?
	What is WebViewer Server? - Should I use WebViewer Server with the WebViewer Client?
	Hardware & network setup for WebViewer server - Caching on WebViewer Server
	Filters and streams using JavaScript - Implement custom filters

APIs:	Core - webviewerServerURL
	UseDownloader
	Core.PDFNet. TextExtractor - new TextExtractor()

Forums:	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
	Sample Code is not existed in this demo link
	Form Contents goes away when clicking the forms button on the toolbar
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          Hi Indranath

Thanks for contacting us for support. Can you try this https://www.pdftron.com/samples/web/samples/viewing/viewing-with-webviewer-server/ in your IE. It works well on my end(in my IE). If it works well, there maybe another problem causes the issue.  Something like arrow function you wrote. Can you provide your code for us to try on my end?

Best

Jack
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